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METHODOLOGY • The data analyzed below is relevant for APRIL 1 – JUNE 30, 2022.

• The data was extracted using CrowdTangle, a public insights tool owned and operated by 
Facebook, which tracks content and interactions of public posts and is available to academics 
by special request.

• Mentions for each actor were extracted by composing monitoring expressions tailored to each 
particular case, from all Facebook pages, public groups and verified profiles in Romanian. 

• Mentions were mined from Facebook statuses, links, photos, Facebook videos, YouTube videos, 
other videos posted on Facebook, as well as Facebook live.

• As data is pulled from posts in the Romanian language, some results are extracted from pages 
or groups in Moldova. Top-ranked results from Moldovan accounts are manually excluded from 
the analysis.

• For each actor, the resulted data was analyzed by the following criteria:

• Mentions that received most total interactions

• Overperforming Mentions - an indicator of content which performs much better 
than the usual content on a certain page

• Most shared mentions

• Most commented mentions

ACTORS

European Union (p5)
NATO (p12)
United States of America (p19)
Germany (p26)
France (p33)
UK (p40)
Israel (p47)
Russia (p54)
China (p61) 
Ukraine (p68)



METHODOLOGY
• Data is relevant to get an idea regarding the most visible contexts in which mentions of these 

geopolitical actors have appeared during the analyzed period. The top 3 mentions selected here for 
each category of engagement do not represent the most visible moments (days) or events related to 
these actors, but are revelatory for the viral content which includes the names of the analyzed countries 
or institutions. This content is not always about the analyzed actors as main subjects, but we consider 
them relevant for the contexts in which these actors gained visibility for the analyzed period.

• In order to get a better idea of the moments (days) when  these actors gained most visibility on Facebook, 
the graphs depicting the 3-month evolutions of the volume of interactions is included for each one.

• Also, the peaks (days) in terms of both interactions and number of posts (mentions) are indicated below 
each graph. They are not always coincidental with the dates of the most viral mentions, since the peaks 
are the result of accumulations of several mentions in several different posts across Romanian Facebook 
pages and groups.



CONCLUSIONS
• After the exponential increase in mentions for NATO and Russia registered during the previous 

3-month period, in the context of the anticipation of conflict and then of the actual invasion, 
the second trimester of 2022 brought a gradual loss of interest for the Ukraine war.

• New populist voices and alternative platforms came to the forefront with messages expressing 
criticism and skepticism towards Romania’s involvement in the war and Ukraine’s legitimacy in 
general.  The most shared post  in our dataset (38.1k shares;  918.1k video views) included 
mentions of Ukraine, Russia, NATO and the US and expressed  direct views against Romania’s 
involvement in a war  “between NATO and Russia” which “will not happen in Russia or the US, 
but on Romania’s and Moldova’s territory”.

• Eurosceptic MEP Terhes continues to produce high-engagement posts critical of the EU, 
including one (with 34.4 k video views, 3 k comments, 17 k shares)  stating that “Ursula von der 
Leyen is responsible for rising energy, fuel and food prices across the EU”.

• Some traditional populist and alternative voices (like George Simion, Luis Lazarus, Gheorghe 
Piperea) continued to produce visible references to geopolitical actors, while others have 
partially lost their relevance (Sosoaca, Gusa, Vantu).

• For several  geopolitical actors  the pattern of the high-engagement mentions has started to 
resemble the pre-pandemic  stage, with more human-interest stories – this is the case for 
Israel, France, Germany.



EUROPEAN UNION



EUROPEAN UNION

• TOTAL POST COUNT: 59.935 posts including any type of mention regarding 
EUROPEAN UNION

• MOST INTERACTIONS ON: JUN 22 (320.7K)

• MOST POSTS ON: MAY 09 (1.7K)



EUROPEAN UNION

• There was an almost 20% decrease in the number of 
posts mentioning the EU compared to the previous 
3-month period.

• Eurosceptic MEP Terhes again dominates the 
rankings for the posts mentioning EU that received 
the highest number of interactions, and especially 
shares – two of his posts criticizing members of the 
European Commission were shared 17k times and 
15.8k times, respectively .

SUMMARY



EU – MOST INTERACTIONS

1 32



EU – OVERPERFORMING MENTIONS

1 32



EU – MOST COMMENTS

1 32



EU – MOST SHARES
1 32



NATO



NATO

• TOTAL POST COUNT: 28.785 posts including any type of mention regarding NATO

• MOST INTERACTIONS ON: JUN 30 (154.8K)

• MOST POSTS ON: JUN 30 (924)



NATO

• The volume of NATO mentions was almost half 
compared to the previous 3-month period. 

• A video post by a populist MP criticizing Romania’s 
involvement in  supporting Ukraine obtained over 
900k views and was shared  over 38k times on 
Facebook – the same politician had obtained a 
similar  performance during the previous analyzed 
interval.

• Another mention with critical views of the Ukraine 
war, posted on the Facebook page of an alternative 
news platform well-known for its Eurosceptic views 
also received high levels of engagement. 

SUMMARY



NATO – MOST INTERACTIONS
1 32



NATO – OVERPERFORMING POSTS
1 32



NATO – MOST COMMENTS

1 32



NATO – MOST SHARES

1 32



UNITED STATES OF AMERICA



UNITED STATES

• TOTAL POST COUNT: 41.762 posts including any type of mention regarding THE US

• MOST INTERACTIONS ON: MAY 4 (157.1K)

• MOST POSTS ON: MAY 19 (815)



US

• The volume of mentions regarding the US 
decreased by 35% compared to the previous 3-
month period.

• The mentions that dominate engagement rankings 
are the same ones we remarked while exploring 
messages about NATO – an AUR MP and an 
alternative platform inducing doubts about 
Romania’s - and EU and NATO’s - involvement in the 
Ukraine war, respectively.

• The war is the dominant theme across the rankings.

SUMMARY



UNITED STATES – MOST INTERACTIONS

1 32



UNITED STATES – OVERPERFORMING

1 32



UNITED STATES – MOST COMMENTS
1 32



UNITED STATES – MOST SHARES

1 32



GERMANY



GERMANY

• TOTAL POST COUNT: 217.399 posts including any type of mention regarding 
GERMANY

• MOST INTERACTIONS ON: APR 13 (134.7K)

• MOST POSTS ON: MAY 4 (4.2k)



GERMANY

• The volume of posts mentioning Germany 
decreased slightly (10%).

• Mentions about Germany have partly recuperated 
some of the normal pre-C0vid features – such  as 
more human-interest stories.

• The post that gathered the highest volume of 
interactions has a critical tone towards Ukrainian 
refugees.

SUMMARY



GERMANY – MOST INTERACTIONS

1 32



GERMANY – OVERPERFORMING POSTS

1 32



GERMANY – MOST COMMENTS
1 32



GERMANY – MOST SHARES

1 32



FRANCE



FRANCE

• TOTAL POST COUNT: 53.587 posts including any type of mention regarding FRANCE

• MOST INTERACTIONS ON: APR 24 (173.6K)

• MOST POSTS ON: APR 11 (1.2K)



FRANCE

• There was an almost 20% decrease in  the volume of 
mentions of France compared to the previous 3-
month period.

• The most commented post mentioning France (5k 
comments) was authored by AUR leader George 
Simion and criticizes French president, in the 
context of the presidential elections. The most 
shared (over 5k times) also belongs to  a voice from 
AUR, using France’s energy policies as a pretext to 
criticize the Romanian government

• There are also several circumstantial and lifestyle-
related posts.

SUMMARY



FRANCE - MOST INTERACTIONS

1 32



FRANCE – OVERPERFORMING MENTIONS

1 32



FRANCE - MOST COMMENTS
1 32



FRANCE - MOST SHARES
1 32



UK



UK

• TOTAL POST COUNT 62.630 posts including any type of mention regarding UK

• MOST INTERACTIONS ON: MAY 23 (78.6K)

• MOST POSTS ON: MAY 23 (1.1K)



UK

• There was a moderate (22%) decrease in the 
number of UK mentions compared to the previous 
trimester. 

• 2 pandemic-related conspiracy-type posts can be 
found among the top-shared Facebook posts 
mentioning the UK. Both are authored by well-known 
alternative voices (politician Liviu Plesoianu and 
influencer Gheorghe Piperea) and have been shared 
5.9k and 4.3k times, respectively.

• The Ukraine war is also a theme, and related 
mentions of the UK come from mainstream media 
sources.

SUMMARY



UK – MOST INTERACTIONS

1 32



UK – OVERPERFORMING

1 32



UK – MOST COMMENTS

1 32



UK – MOST SHARES

1 32



ISRAEL



ISRAEL

• TOTAL POST COUNT: 10.005 posts including any type of mention regarding ISRAEL

• MOST INTERACTIONS ON: JUN 24 (52.2K)

• MOST POSTS ON: MAY 4 (243)



ISRAEL

• There were a third less posts mentioning Israel 
compared to the previous 3-month period.

• Religious-themed posts categorically dominate the 
rankings. 

• Israel as a source of weapons in the context of 
transactions between states is also mentioned in 
mainstream media posts.

SUMMARY



ISRAEL – MOST INTERACTIONS

1 32



ISRAEL – OVERPERFORMING

1 32



ISRAEL – MOST COMMENTS

1 32



ISRAEL – MOST SHARES

1 32



RUSSIA



RUSSIA

• TOTAL POST COUNT: 89.701 posts including any type of mention regarding RUSSIA

• MOST INTERACTIONS ON: APR 4 (319.6k)

• MOST POSTS ON: APR 4 (2K)



RUSSIA

• There was an almost 50 % decrease in the number 
of mentions compared to the previous 3-month 
period – after  a considerable increase in that 
interval.

• As expected, most mentions included in these 
rankings relate to the Ukraine war.  The most 
striking finding is the fact that all 3 posts including 
mentions of Russia that received the highest volume 
of shares in our dataset are either  critical of 
Romania’s involvement in the war (38.1k shares) or 
critical of Ukraine, with an implicit pro-Russia stance 
(8.2k and 7.5k shares, respectively).

SUMMARY



RUSSIA – MOST INTERACTIONS

1 32



RUSSIA – OVERPERFORMING POSTS

1 32



RUSSIA – MOST COMMENTS
1 32



RUSSIA – MOST SHARES
1 32



CHINA



CHINA

• TOTAL POST COUNT: 15.075 posts including any type of mention regarding CHINA

• MOST INTERACTIONS ON: MAY 6 (61.4k)

• MOST POSTS ON: APR 27 (337)



CHINA

• There was a 30% decrease in the number of 
mentions related to China compared to the previous 
analyzed period.

• The 2 mentions  of China that received the 
highest volume of engagement, included in posts 
by alternative influencers,  present the country -
using different perspectives - as a great 
geopolitical power,  that uses Covid to exercise its 
commercial power, or experiments with 
authoritarian control of population behavior . 

• The official page of China Radio International’s 
Romanian Service again features in this selection, 
with “human interest”-type videos.

SUMMARY



CHINA – MOST INTERACTIONS

1 32



CHINA – OVERPERFORMING
1 32



CHINA – MOST COMMENTS
1 32



CHINA – MOST SHARES
1 32



UKRAINE



UKRAINE

• TOTAL POST COUNT: 143.522 posts including any type of mention regarding 
UKRAINE

• MOST INTERACTIONS ON: APR 4 (599.5k)

• MOST POSTS ON: APR 4 (3.6K)



UKRAINE

• The number of posts mentioning Ukraine is half 
compared to the previous period, which is 
suggestive for the gradually dropping rates in 
interest for the Ukraine war in Romania social media 
(and media in general).

• The same 2 posts that contained the most highly-
shared mentions of NATO, both in negative 
contexts, from a populist politician and an 
aggressively active  alternative platform, also 
contain mentions of Ukraine.

• Moreover, the 2 most commented posts including 
mentions of Ukraine are related to messages of the 
2 leading populist voices (George Simion and Diana 
Sosoaca).

SUMMARY



UKRAINE – MOST INTERACTIONS

1 32



UKRAINE – OVERPERFORMING
1 32



UKRAINE – MOST COMMENTS
1 32



UKRAINE – MOST SHARES
1 32



DISCLAIMER
The views included in this presentation are 
those of the authors. They do not 
represent the official position of SNSPA. 
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